**International Studies Pre-Major Checklist**

These requirements must all be completed before you apply to the major.

**THIS FORM MUST BE SIGNED BY AN INTL STUDIES UNDERGRADUATE ADVISOR**

1. **Introductory Course INTL 101**
   
   Term: _______________ Grade: _______________

   
   - INTL ___ Term: _______________ Grade: _______________
   - INTL ___ Term: _______________ Grade: _______________

3. **Second Language Sequence Started or Equivalency Demonstrated (please state most recent second language course enrolled in or equivalency)**

   _______________________________

   **International Students: AEIS Sequence Completed**

   _______________________________

4. **Have completed at least 2 terms at the UO (please state your two previous terms)**

   _______________________________ _______________________________

5. **UO Writing Requirement Completed or Equivalency Demonstrated (please specify term course was completed)**

   - WR 121 ________________________________ (WR 123 strongly encouraged)
   - WR 122 or 123 ________________________________

6. **UO GPA**

   - Cumulative UO GPA 3.0 or better: ________________________________
   - OR
   
   - Three consecutive terms at 3.0 or better prior to term of application
     
     - Example (if applying after Fall 2016):
       
       - Fall 2015 3.01
       - Winter 2016 3.5
       - Spring 2016 3.39
     
     - Term 1 at 3.0 or better: ________________________________
     - Term 2 at 3.0 or better: ________________________________
     - Term 3 at 3.0 or better: ________________________________

UGA signature ___________________________ Date ___________________________